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Abstract
We show how to maintain information about the existence of a
majority colour in a set of elements under insertion and deletion of
single elements using O(1) time and at most 4 equality tests on colours
per update. No ordering information is used.
1 Introduction
We consider the problem of maintaining information about the existence of a
majority in a set of elements under insertion and deletion of single elements.
The notion of majority is formalised by considering each element to have a
colour. If strictly more than half the elements have the same colour, this
colour is a majority colour.
∗This research was supported by the ESPRIT II BRA Programme of the EC under
contract # 7141 (ALCOM II) and by CCI-Europe.
†Basic Research in Computer Science,
Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation.
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Off-line, the existence of a majority colour may be decided in time
O(n log n) by sorting, and several people [1, 3] independently found a li-
near upper bound and determined that precisely b32(n−1)c equality tests on
colours are needed in the worst case to determine the existence of a majority
colour (without the use of any ordering information).
We are not aware of any similar results for the dynamic problem, prior
to this paper. For the dynamic problem one may obtain a solution using
O(log n) time per update and O(1) time per query by using ordering infor-
mation. In this paper we describe a data structure for the optimal bound of
Θ(1) per update and query. We use equality tests on colours, but no ordering
information.
1.1 Problem Definition
We let the dynamic majority maintenance problem consist in implementing
the following data type.
• memory:
S: the set of elements. Initially, S = ∅.
• operations:
Init : S ← ∅;
Insert(e) : S ← S ∪ {e};
Delete(e) : S ← S − {e};
Query? : return (yes, c), if there are at least d |S|+12 e elements in S of
some single colour c;
and return (no) otherwise.
As our model of computation, we use an ordinary unit cost RAM with
O(log n) word size. Colours cannot be used as addresses (otherwise, we would
have a trivial O(1) solution). In fact the only allowed way to extract colour
information is by making an equality test on two colours.
1.2 Results
We present a solution for the dynamic majority problems that uses time











A  and   B  have distinct colours
A  and  B  have identical colours
It is known, whether  A  and  B  have identical colours
Figure 1: General tri-ladder and symbol explanation
most 3 equality tests per insert and no equality tests on a query. The lower
bound of b32(n − 1)c equality tests for the off-line majority problem [1, 3]
implies that a single insert requires at least 2 equality tests in the worst case.
We present another solution for the dynamic problem that needs at most 2
equality tests per update but requires O(log n) time in the worst case.
2 A simple constant time construction
2.1 Tri-ladder data structure
Our solution uses a special pointer structure, which we have called a tri-
ladder for storing the elements of the set (see Figure 1). The tri-ladder
stores information about identity and distinctness of colours. The tri-ladder
organises the elements in two opposing lists, such that an element Y has
four adjacent elements, two opposing elements U, V in the other list, and
two neighbours X,Z in the same list. An element may have fewer adjacent
elements when placed at the end of one list or beyond the end of the other
list. We maintain the following invariant:
• For any pair of adjacent elements it is known whether colours are equal
or distinct.
• All pairs of opposing elements have distinct colours.
• The left ends of the two lists are opposed to each other.
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(i) No majority colour
(ii) Majority colour exists
Figure 2: Typical sets with and without a majority colour
• If there is no majority colour, then the length of the two lists differ by
at most 1 (see typical tri-ladder in Figure 2).
• If there is a majority colour, then the two list are unequal in length and
all the elements in the longer list have the majority colour (see typical
tri-ladder in Figure 2).
Any maximal length run of identically coloured elements in one of the two
lists is called a block (it is possible that a block consists of a single element).
A block has pointers between the two endpoints, allowing to go from one
endpoint of a block to the other endpoint in constant time.
2.2 The query operation
According to the invariant, there exists a majority colour precisely when
(i) one list is longer than the other, and
(ii) the elements of the longer list forms a single block.
These criteria can be checked in time Θ(1) using the tri-ladder representation.
2.3 The insert operation
We shall show how to maintain the tri-ladder structure when inserting a new
element. We will assume that there is no majority colour in the present set.
The reader should find no difficulty in modifying our construction to the
other case, when there is a majority colour.
Figure 3 illustrates the insertion of a new element into a typical tri-ladder.












(iii)      If




















(ii)     If
Figure 3: Insertion of a new element Z.
rightmost element A in the current tri-ladder. Depending on the outcome of
this comparison and internal colour relations in the old tri-ladder, there are
three cases:
(i) If A and Z have distinct colours, we can simply insert Z at the right
end of the tri-ladder. One additional comparison is needed to maintain
invariants.
(ii) If A and Z have identical colours and U and V have distinct colours
then we split the tri-ladder to the right of U and Y and turn the right
part of the tri-ladder upside down. Z can then be inserted between U
andW . This requires one additional comparison to maintain invariants.
In case (ii) the requirement that U and V have distinct colours guarantees
that we do not split the tri-ladder in the middle of any block, and therefore
the insert is handled in constant time in this case.
(iii) If A and Z have identical colours and U and V also have identical






































and   reinsert 
and   reinsert 
(iii)     If
(i)       If
Figure 4: Deletion of an element Z.
we know) then we may replace the element Y next to A’s block with
Z and reinsert Y at the right end of the tri-ladder. This requires two
additional comparisons to maintain invariants.
It should be clear that a single insertion can be done in time O(1) and
uses at most 3 colour comparisons to maintain the tri-ladder structure.
2.4 The delete operation
We shall show how to maintain the tri-ladder structure when deleting an
element. Figure 4 illustrates the deletion of an element Z from a typical tri-
ladder. There are several cases depending on whether the elements named U
and V in the figure have distinct colours or not, and depending on whether
Z is at one end of its block.
(i) If U and V have distinct colours and B and Z also have distinct colours
then we split the tri-ladder to the right of B and U and turn the right



















(i)       If
A
Z
(ii)     If
Figure 5: Insertion of Z using 2 comparisons only.
re-connected after removal of Z. Two colour comparisons suffices to
maintain invariants.
(ii) If U and V have identical colours then we remove both Z and V from
the tri-ladder, and reinsert V using the method of the previous section.
Maintenance of invariants requires one colour comparison in addition
to those needed for the reinsertion of V .
(iii) If B and Z have identical colours, we act similarly to (ii).
It should be clear that a single deletion can be done in time O(1) and uses
at most 4 colour comparisons (4 = max{2, 1 + 3}) to maintain the tri-ladder
structure.
3 Minimising the number of colour compari-
sons
In some applications a comparison of colours may be relatively expensive
(see [2] for a more general study of this issue). We have therefore studied the
possibility of handling an update using only two colour comparisons, which
is optimal by the results of [1, 3]. We found a solution with this property
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Figure 6: Deletion of Z using 2 comparisons only.
by using a more expensive data structure (that requires O(log n) time per
update).
The excessive number of colour comparisons in our constant time solu-
tions stems from the fact that we are unable to locate the end of a block
from somewhere inside the block in constant time, and as a consequence we
are also unable to split a block in constant time. However, at the cost of
O(log n) time per operation we may use balanced binary trees to maintain
blocks under all necessary operations including split and locate-end.
Assuming availability of the relevant block operations, we illustrate a typi-
cal insertion using only two colour comparisons in Figure 5, and we illustrate
a typical deletion using only two colour comparisons in Figure 6.
For all we know there may exist a solution that obtain both constant time
and 2 colour comparisons per update in the worst case.
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